
refreshing • hygienic • attractive

HAGA Antischimmel-Spray (HAGA Anti-Mould Spray) 

(for natural mildew protection)

HAGA Mineralputzgrundierung 

(HAGA Mineral Plaster + Priming Coat) 

(primer coat for certain surfaces)

HAGA Vollton- und Abtönfarbe 

(HAGA Spot and gradation colours) and much more... 

 

More information at www.haganatur.ch

Additional products

Naturally anti-mould

Using nature‘s own defence mechanisms is the healthiest 

and most sustainable way of fighting mould in the home.  

Natural lime simply deprives moulds of what they need to 

survive. The result: fresh air and a pleasant atmosphere. Pure 

lime paint and pure lime plaster for indoors and out are thus  

particularly good wall coatings for allergy sufferers.

HAGA lime products are made from genuine ultra-pure  

natural lime from the Swiss Alps. Lime paint is the simplest and  

fastest way to apply natural lime to walls. Lime brush  

plaster is ideal for those who prefer a rougher finish. If walls 

are slightly uneven, fine lime plaster is just what‘s needed. 

For colourful walls, too, lime offers unique and amazingly  

attractive possibilities.  

Your local HAGA partner :

Advice and supplies

HAGA products are only stocked by specialist retailers for 

natural building materials. Why not contact us for more  

information!

HAGA AG Naturbaustoffe 

Hübelweg 1

CH-5102 Rupperswil 

Tel. +41 (0) 62 897 41 41 

Fax +41 (0) 62 897 26 30 

www.haganatur.ch
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Natural lime paint

Thanks to the amazing properties of pit lime, known to 

man for centuries, HAGA Kalkfarbe (HAGA lime paint) is 

a top quality,  genuine biological  ultra-pure mineral finish.

Hygienic and antibacterial, free from solvents, free from  

drying agents, environmentally friendly and easy to dispose of.   

Natural lime glaze

HAGA Kalklasur (HAGA lime glaze) is a high quality, pit 

lime-based, milky and translucent natural glaze. When  

combined with HAGA Vollton- und Abtönfarben (HAGA spot and  

gradation colours), it can produce tasteful wall surfacing 

with a range of tones, shades and structures in a wide  

range of designs. Natural HAGA Kalklasur (HAGA lime glaze)  

ensures a great atmosphere.  

Natural lime brush plaster

If you prefer a rougher finish, you should use HAGA Kalk-

streichputz (HAGA lime brush plaster). Highly breathable, 

it completely silicifies with all mineral surfaces. HAGA Kalk-

streichputz (HAGA lime brush plaster) produces an attractive 

matt natural wall finish.  

Fine natural lime plaster

HAGA Calkosit Kalkfeinputz (HAGA Calkosit fine lime 

plaster) is the ready-to-use decorative finishing plaster for  

mineral surfaces. Ideal for historic buildings and healthy and 

attractive houses. Made from pure white lime sand, the high 

quality binding agent pit lime and natural retarding agents.

HAGA Calkosit Kalkfeinputz (HAGA Calkosit fine lime  

plaster) bonds with the surface beneath through  

silification. It is highly breathable, moisture-regulating and  

odour-absorbent. Paste, ready-to-use, natural white.    


